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Below links of clearing the cache and/or suspending the ReSharper
did not work for me. I just'refreshed' the project, which was

showing this problem, from the solution explorer and the problem
goes away. Sadly, it keeps on recurring and only option it to keep
on refreshing every time this problem recurs. The OneMoreThing

filter is now available for ReSharper 7.1 and higher. ReSharper 7.1
introduces a few new user interface features and behaviour

change, and OneMoreThing addresses some of them. When you
install the filter, you should get this notification when trying to

install/update the extension. In the first build of 2016.3 EAP, we
added support for CSS and JSON as embedded languages, and now
wereadding support for JavaScript. This means that ReSharper will
be able to parse the contents of a string literal, and treat it like a

JavaScript snippet with syntax highlighting, code completion,
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inspections, quick-fixes and so on. There is a new option in the
Options dialog: Use solution-wide copy of.NET > ReSharper > Code
Style >.NET Framework Settings > Resource Settings to copy these

settings to the Resources.resx of your solution. It is a way to
prevent local changes to.NET Framework settings from being lost

when rebuilding the solution. Two additions made for
managing.NET Framework projects: Entity Framework Migration

Creator to quickly create a migration for you, and Custom T4
Template Generator to create your own templates. Both are

available from the Generate > Generate from Scratch... menu.
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Visual Studio users can now migrate their code from the Eclipse-
based Debugger (Source) to the ReSharper Debugger in new

versions of Visual Studio for.NET. Read the blog post to learn more.
The following table lists ReSharper 7.1 updates for the developers

who already work with ReSharper for Eclipse and Visual Studio. The
traditional memory leak detection uses multi-threaded garbage
collector to detect the memory leaks for.NET apps. However, the
default location of the memory leak is now the output window in
ReSharper, instead of the object browser. That is, ReSharper for

Eclipse and ReSharper for Visual Studio for.NET can now detect the
object leaks for app written in.NET platform with.NET Core. In this
video, Phil Trelford demonstrates how ReSharper 7.1 can navigate
quickly from code to the definition of a symbol. Just click the green
Go to Definition button to jump directly to the definition, even when
we're in a custom document, or the symbol name was resolved by

the standard mechanism.The tool window opens with a single-
source code in a single-file document. One of the most interesting

projects that ReSharper developers are working on is the
development of the new editor for.NET Core 1.0. You can read their
blog about ReSharper 2017.2 . You can download this new product
from the Visual Studio Marketplace. To install it, simply start Visual

Studio 2017 and browse to Help & Support > Visual Studio
Installer> Modify your Visual Studio 2017 installation and select the
.NET Core 1.0 product under the `ReSharper` section. 5ec8ef588b
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